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the nice thing about working in a sim team is that we get to know each other and the project feels
like a family endeavor. this type of camaraderie is not the norm in my industry so it was fascinating
to see this take place. the concorde-x does what no other product in this genre does, by providing

the most realistic and immersive user interface to all aircraft categories. we are combining a
comprehensive walkthrough of the aircraft, coupled with a ground-breaking first-person cockpit view

of the bird to provide an amazing simulation of an aircraft to its best. we are confident that the
a320-x will succeed in appealing to first time and long time aircraft simmers alike. we have

exhausted our own resources to bring you this incredible product and we are eager to see the
opinion that you give it. all aircraft that are being developed will be released for free and available to

everyone. this is the single most valuable and inspirational aspect of our work, as we can truly say
that we are building the most comprehensive aircraft simulator package ever released on the

market. as such, all improvements of other aircraft are committed to the concorde-x. our a320-x
product line is so far ahead of the current industry that we have created it as a replacement for the
whole slc line, but it can be used in conjunction with any of the current aircraft in the fslabs product
line. my team and i appreciate your loyalty and continued support, and we cannot wait to bring you
the most realistic and immersive flying experience the fsx, x-plane, and prepar3d communities has

ever seen. thank you.
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the concorde-x product correctly relies on mipmapped textures to reduce visual artifacts when users
fly it for a long time. most high-end addon aircraft products do not use mipmapped textures in their
external model fuselage to produce crisper output, but this results in visual artifact problems when
fsx is kept running for a long time. unfortunately, fsx sometimes miscalculates the visual eyepoint

camera distance from the aircraft, therefore dropping to a lower mipmap level than required, which
causes the drop in crispness. you can reset the visual accuracy by slightly altering your camera

angle. the idea camera zoom for external views is 0.50, then use ctrl-+ and ctrl to move the camera
in our out. barring any unanticipated delays with the concorde-x testing, we expect that this version
will come out on our esellerate servers within the following weeks. as such, anyone who's purchased
the concorde-x with esellerate download protection in the past 365 days from the day of release will
be able to download the new full version for free. for those who have purchased it more than a year

ago, we've made a special purchase available at a token price tag (4.99) which covers our isp
providers' cost and ensures continued support. whats most exciting, though, is that using all-new

software technology, the virtual pilot will find they can assign some, or all of their otherwise daunting
three-person flying duties to the new virtual flight engineer, allowing them to concentrate on the

easier and fun parts of flying the bird making this to be the easiest-to-fly, fullest concorde simulation
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ever to be built, a sure favorite of flight sim labs simulation customers. tweet!function(d,s,id){var js,f
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